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John Skoog. VÄRN  
Baloise Art Prize 2014 
 
In his photography, films, and videos, John Skoog (born 1985 in Kvidinge, Sweden, 
lives in Frankfurt am Main) combines research into history and everyday life with a 
poetic and fictional atmosphere that is grounded in the film and literary traditions of 
Scandinavian modernism. At Art Basel he received the Baloise Art Prize, with prize 
money of 30,000 Swiss francs, for his 2014 video Reduit (Redoubt). This work is the 
centerpiece of his new solo exhibition in Vienna, entitled VÄRN (Defence) and 
showing three of his film works for the first time in Austria. The artist presents Reduit 
(Redoubt) embedded within an installation on the museum’s Level –2. At the same 
time mumok cinema is screening the films Sent på Jorden (Late on Earth, 2011) and 
Förår (Early Spring, 2012). Together these three works form a trilogy that is not 
merely set in rural surroundings but also addresses the economic exploitation of the 
natural world. The artist also draws a picture of social realities that dispenses with 
any notions of rural innocence and security. 
 
Reduit (Redoubt): a Story of a Personal Cold War Fortress  
The exhibition focuses on Reduit (Redoubt), a 2014 film that presents the 
idiosyncratic behavior of one individual as a reflection of historical conditions. 
Located in the sweeping south Swedish flatlands, this film revolves around a small 
cottage that its owner Karl-Göran Persson converted with trash materials into a 
fortress and refuge for himself and his neighbors, by way of precaution in the event 
of a Russian invasion during the Cold War. The exhibition title VÄRN cites the word 
that Persson painted in large and clumsy letters on the outside of one the doors to 
his dwelling and that was intended to show his neighbors the way into the protective 
interior of the building in case of emergency. This word thus stands for protection 
and defense in the light of an imminent threat as well as for the preservation of 
personal integrity and traditional values.  
Persson’s behavior may seem anachronistic at first, but it was at least partly caused 
by brochures entitled om kriger kommer (When the War Comes) that the Swedish 
government distributed over many years in order to advise the population on the 
proper course of action in the case of a Soviet invasion.  
In this film, the camera closely inspects the building’s battered walls so that viewers 
only gradually get a feel for its shape, while the voices of Persson’s former neighbors 
and acquaintances are heard talking about him off-screen. In the decayed walls we 
can see the heavy trash that Persson used up to his death in 1975 and that stands 
as a physical witness to his fear. Later the camera pans away from the building into 
the surrounding landscape, showing the expanse and isolation of the location.  
Reduit (Redoubt) is presented in the form of an installation at mumok. This contains 
reused, rough and ready wall elements and floor markings that trace the ground plan 
of the dilapidated fortress and together refer to its now fragmentary character. A 
series of color prints is taken from illustrations in the brochure om kriger kommer, 
showing the historical reality behind Persson’s personal obsession.  
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Reduit (Redoubt), 2014  
4k HD video, 1.67 : 1, color, stereo, 14 
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Courtesy of the artist and Pilar Corrias 
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The installation also includes a photograph of the farmer himself. 
 
On the request of John Skoog, the exhibition is enhanced by the work Pieces (1989) 
by American artist Laurie Parsons. Placed adjacent to Reduit (Redoubt), it consists of 
all kinds of collected trash, in a reenactment that displays parallels to the subject of 
Skoog’s film.  
 
A Trilogy that Dispenses with Notions of Rural Innocence and Security 
Sent på Jorden (Late on Earth, 2011) and Förar (Early Spring, 2012), both on show 
during mumok’s opening hours at mumok cinema, address natural processes of 
transformation and moments of transition in human lives, such as the transition from 
childhood to adulthood. They do this completely without romanticism or idealism.  
In Sent på Jorden, the title of which refers to the poetry of the Swedish author 
Gunnar Ekelöf (1907–1968), Skoog portrays a rural community at fall-time, in the 
form of a number of thematically interlinked episodes. This film is set in the scenes 
of his own childhood and youth, in Kvidinge, a small village near Malmö. All the 
scenes take place at dusk. In his choice of twilight and the fall season, Skoog is 
concentrating on natural scenes of transition that seem to be inscribed with the 
coming adulthood of children and youth as a form of social awakening. 
In Sent på Jorden evening and the approaching year’s end form the backdrop to the 
action, while Förår is grounded in an early spring landscape and environment. The 
Swedish word “förar” is taken from the language of farming, where it denotes the 
period just before sowing and work on the fields begins. The theme of the film is, 
however, not an early spring idyll. The still barren and frozen landscape is often 
shrouded in thick fog. The film tells the story of a young redheaded girl whom the 
camera follows as she wanders through her village. Scenes with her friends are 
frequently accompanied by acts of aggression and force that show that the serious 
side of life is already evident in children’s play. The film’s final sequence is a good 
example—the girl is seen walking down the village’s main street, carrying a hunting 
gun that is much too heavy for her.  
 
Curated by Rainer Fuchs  
 
This exhibition is presented in cooperation with MMK Museum für Moderne Kunst, 
Frankfurt am Main.  
 
We especially wish to thank the Baloise Group and our media partners Der Standard, Falter, Wien live, 
and Ö1. 
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Works in the Exhibition  
 
John Skoog 

Reduit (Redoubt), 2014 
4k HD video, 1.67:1, color, stereo, 14 min 
Museum moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien (mumok)  
MMK Museum für Moderne Kunst Frankfurt am Main 
Donation by Baloise Group  
 
John Skoog 

Last Day, Every Day, 2014 
18 laser prints, 42 x 29,5 cm 
Private collection 
 
John Skoog 

Photo of Karl-Göran Persson, found at his house in 1981, 2013 
Found Photo 
Museum moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien (mumok)  
MMK Museum für Moderne Kunst Frankfurt am Main 
Donation by the artist 
 
John Skoog 

Förar (Early Spring), 2012 
4k HD video, 2.40:1, color, stereo, 17 min 
Museum moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien (mumok)  
MMK Museum für Moderne Kunst Frankfurt am Main 
Donation by Baloise Group  
 
John Skoog 

Sent på Jorden (Late on Earth), 2011  
4k HD video, 2.40:1, color, stereo, 12 min 
Museum moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien (mumok)  
MMK Museum für Moderne Kunst Frankfurt am Main 
Donation by Baloise Group  
 
Laurie Parsons 
Pieces, 1989 
Diverse materials, dimensions variable  
MMK Museum für Moderne Kunst Frankfurt am Main 
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John Skoog – Short Biography  
Born in 1985 in Malmö, Sweden. Lives and works in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, 
and Maglaby, Sweden. Studied from 2007 to 2012 at the Städelschule, 
Staatliche Hochschule für Bildende Künste, Frankfurt am Main, in 2010 at Malmö Art 
Academy, Sweden, and from 2005 to 2006 at the Academy of Photography (today: 
Valand Academy) , University of Göteborg, Sweden.  
Solo exhibitions (selection): VÄRN, mumok – Museum moderner Kunst Stiftung 
Ludwig Wien, Vienna (2015); Shadowland, Pilar Corrias Gallery, London (2015); Slow 
Return, MMK Museum für Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt am Main (2015); Redoubt, 
Towner Contemporary Art Museum, Eastbourne (2014); land, A Tale of A Tub, 
Rotterdam (2014); Federsee, Johan Berggren Gallery, Malmö (2013), Sent på Jorden, 
Art Lab Gnesta, Gnesta (2013); Shadowland, Lampione, Frankfurt am Main (2013); 
Sent på Jorden & Förår, Pilar Corrias Gallery, London (2012). 
Prizes (selection): short film prize Startsladden 2015 at Göteborg Film Festival; ars 
viva prize 2013/2014; 1KM film scholarship at Stockholm Film Festival; Malmö Art 
Museum Art Prize 2013.  
 
The Baloise Art Prize 
Every year since 1999, the Basel insurance company Baloise Group, which operates 
throughout Europe, has awarded the Baloise Art Prize at the Art Statements section 
at the international art fair Art Basel. The prizewinner is selected by a jury of 
renowned experts. In 2014, the jury members were Dr. Susanne Gaensheimer, 
director MMK Museum für Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt am Main; Karola Kraus, director 
Museum moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien (mumok); Dirk Snauwaert, artistic 
director, WIELS, Contemporary Art Centre, Brussels; and Martin Schwander, external 
art consultant to Baloise and chair of the jury.  
In addition to awarding the prize, Baloise purchases works by the prizewinners and 
donates these to two important European museums. In 2014 the jury decided for 
John Skoog, whose work is presented in solo exhibitions at MMK Museum für 
Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt am Main, and Museum moderner Stiftung Ludwig Wien 
(mumok) in 2015.  
 
Catalogue 
The exhibition is accompanied by a catalogue with a foreword by Susanne 
Gaensheimer and Karola Kraus and texts by Anne Carson, Rainer Fuchs, Klaus 
Görner, Andréa Tavie Picard and Amalie Smith. 
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Fact Sheet 
John Skoog. VÄRN 
Baloise Art Prize 2014 

 
Dates   June 26 to September 27, 2015 
 
Press Breakfast  June 24, 2015, 10 am 
 
Opening   June 25, 2015, 7 pm 
 
Venue   mumok,  MuseumsQuartier, Museumsplatz 1, 1070 Wien, Level–2 
 
Curator   Rainer Fuchs 
 
Exhibition production  Ulrike Todoroff 
 
Catalogue John Skoog. VÄRN.  

Edited by MMK Museum für moderne Kunst Frankfurt and mumok – Museum 
moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien 2015. With a foreword by Susanne 
Gaensheimer & Karola Kraus. Texts by Anne Carson, Rainer Fuchs, Klaus Görner, 
Andréa Tavie Picard and Amalie Smith. English, 208 pages, numerous color 
illustrations. softcover, 21 x 14 cm. Price: € 24,95 (museum) 
ISBN 978-3-902947-20-8 (museum), 978-3-903004-28-3 (Verlag für moderne 
Kunst Nürnberg) 

 
Opening hours  Mondays: 2 – 7 pm 
    Tuesdays to Sundays: 10 am – 7 pm 
    Thursday: 10 am – 9 pm 
 
Entrance   Normal € 10 

Concessions € 8 or € 7 
 
Press contact Karin Bellmann 

T +43 1 52500-1400 
 karin.bellmann@mumok.at 

 
Katja Kulidzhanova 
T +43 1 52500-1450 

     katja.kulidzhanova @mumok.at 
     

press@mumok.at, www.mumok.at/de/presse 


